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  AIOU Appointment Spring 2019 Allama Iqbal Open University (AIOU) to decide the appointment of BA, Mandatory English, Code Books 1424, Spring 2019 is available now according to the aiOU template, please visit the following links for more AIOU assignments available on the website. Contact to deliver the destination by calling the
helpline. See more solved Spring 2019 Note :(This destination is in the image formate .jpg in very high quality. It may take a few minutes to view the full. Please download and save his own local computer and then view it.) This decided code assignment: 1424 semester fall 2012 BA/BS/Bscs (AIOU) Downloaded here until the last dates
submitted. Both Destinations 1 and 2 are available here. Don't copy this job. Its just for the aid of the goal. Give more information using the 1424 book in your assignments to get more marks. Not only has this resolved assignment also resolved notes for the preparation of the 1424 Autumn 2012 exam to be updated in the coming days.
FREE services provided by AIOU CHEATS :) Here AIOU (Allama Iqbal Open University) Free Appointment English-II Code 1424 for Spring 2014 available Theme Title : Mandatory English-II Code Course : 1424 Level : Bachelors - BACHELOR/BS/B.Com Semester /Year : Spring 2014 Recommended : 2nd Decided Appointment of
English-II Code 1424 Spring 2014 Here I share only the first assignment of English-II, you can find the answers of the pages at the end of the post. The second job is also downloaded and the link is given above. Job 1 (English-1424) - Part 1 Part No. 2 Note : Decision Destination Start From Here - Please find all of the listed page numbers
below. I've attached all the key book pages that are needed to address this assignment. Also keep in mind, here's just the no.1 page assignment attached, for the 2nd destination, please visit the second destination post. Answer to question No. 2 Answer to question No. 3 Answer to question No. 4 Answer to question No. 5 Answer to
question No. 6 Answer to question No. 7 Answer to question No. 8 I hope that it will help you. Please note that don't copy and paste as it is, and add a few extra words to get excellent results. We share these tasks just to give you an idea of how to solve a job. Share it with other friends on Facebook groups associated with AIOU, and give
your feedback in the comments.                                              Course: Mandatory English II (1424) Level: BA Semester: Spring, 2019 Total marks: 100 Pass Marks: 40 ASSIGNMENT No. 1 (Units 1-4) The following questions are based on block - 1. Read the device carefully and answer the questions/solve the exercises below.
                                            Comparison Narrative descriptive essay, Academic Letter No. 2 Read pages 24-30 carefully (content about different parts of academic essay) and write an academic essay (about 100 words) on My Favorite Sport. (5) There are many outdoor games. However, among all outdoor sports, football is my favorite
game. This game is known all over the world. Football is a game played by eleven players on each side. There's one referee and two linemen. In Pakistan, football is played with great fervor. Despite the fact that we do not qualify for the World Cup matches, people here are very passionate about this wonderful game. There are many
football grounds in Lahore. Among them is Gaddafi's stadium very large and well-known all over the world. I play football at my school. I'm part of the school elementary team. I am a supporter of ashraf Sugar Mills Club, which happens to be the oldest club in Lahore. I am also a committed supporter of Brazil. Brazil won the World Cup for
five years. A large number of spectators come to watch football matches. This game is a physical game and played mostly with kicks and head. Only the goalkeeper can catch the ball with his hands. Football, because of the thrill and excitement it offers, is my favorite game. question.3 Carefully read pages 31-34 (content about formal and
informal writing styles) and decide what type of writing style (formal/informal) is used in the following text and how? (5) when you........................................... Parents As: The next item is the unofficial style of writing. because at this point the writer uses Conversational and Empathy and Emotion style in which the writer uses small
sentences and use you or your produs for the reader. The writer also shows empathy and emotions towards the reader and people belong to them. The writer suggests two hands washed or worn on an apron in front of the chef to avoid burns from hot oil also and gives tips to cook healthy tasty food for your children and parents.  Issue.4
Read carefully the text titled The Timeline of the Mughal Kings in pages 51-52. Now LINK (connect) sentences (in text) with the appropriate SEQUENCE MARKERS. You should use at least TEN sequence markers in your response. (10) Answer: The Mugul Empire began its long reign in 1526, which lasted until 1857. The first Mugulian
king was Babur, who was born in Fergana in 1483. Babur was a descendant of Genghis Khan and Tammur. In 1526 defeated the Sultan of Delhi. Ibrahim Lodhi. Second.Hamayon came to power after the death of Babur in 1530.Afterwords in 1540 Afghan leader Sher Shah Sori defeated Hamayun again biting dehli in 1555. Then, in 1556,
Hamayun died, and the young Akbar was on the throne. Later, in 1605, after the death of Jahangir. Shah's son Jahan Orongzeb executed his brothers. Imprisoned by his father and ascended to the throne from Dehli.Lastly Aurangzeb died in 1707 and with this the British Raj began . Finally, the last Mughal ruler, Bahadar Shah Safar, died
in 1862. When you are preparing to cook, wash your hands first. I think you should also check for your father dress and oscended on the throne dehli. Finally, wearing an apron. Also, avoid cooking nasty and bad foods etc for your children and parents. When you prepare to cook, your hands first. I think you should also check for your
dress by wearing an apron. Also, avoid cooking nasty and bad foods etc. for your children and parents. The next paragraph is an informal writing style. 8ecause in this paragraph the writer uses Conversational and Empathy and Emotion style in which the writer uses small sentences and use you or your produs for the reader. The writer
also shows empathy and emotions towards the reader and people belong to them. The writer suggests two hands washed or worn on an apron in front of the chef to avoid burns from hot oil also and gives tips to cook healthy tasty food for your children and parents. The next question is based on Block 2. Read the device carefully and
answer the question/decide the exercises below, read the text titled A Day in the Nurse's Life on pages 56-57. Read also Exercise-9 on page 58. (10) Now write down PARAGRAPH for about 150 words on The Day in the Life of College Students Follow the use of SEQUENCE MARKERS in your response. Ans: A day in the life of college
students first. I got up early at 6 o'clock in the morning. I'm praying. Next, I brush my teeth and wash my face. Then. I put on my clothes and comb my hair. After that, I have breakfast. Next. I go to college. In college, we study different subjects. I don't miss a single period. My teachers are very good. I also play with my friends in college.
After college, I'm going home. At home. I rest in my room and study later, have lunch with my family. After lunch I watch TV finally. I go to bed. W.6 Carefully read the text titled Tree Planting: Step by Step on pages 60-61. Now go to page 62 and complete EXERCISE 10 as instructed. (10) Ans: Step 1: Prepare the landing area step 2: Dig
a hole. Step 3: Spread a lot of layer step 4: Plant root step 5 water settle soil step 6 Water at least one Weak Following questions are based on unit - 3. Read the device device and answer the questions/solve the exercises below. Issue.7 Read the text titled Pollution on pages 89-91 carefully and perform the following tasks succinctly: (10)
Identify noise pollution. Noise pollution refers to sounds in the surrounding area that are caused by humans and which threaten the health or well-being of people or animals of residents. Create a diagram that illustrates all six types of pollution. Explain what causes soil pollution? Soil is the main natural resource. Soil pollution occurs when
chemicals are released as a result of a spill or an underground leek. Hydrocarbons are among the most significant soil pollutants. Therefore, it can be said that decontamination of the soil is the cause of solid and liquid residues and contaminated water. Question.8 Read carefully the text titled Teacher Types on pages 96-98 and briefly
answer the following questions: (10) What are the characteristics of a funny teacher? Ans: Funny teaher as God send students. Such a teacher always wants to see the smile of students. Funny teacher tries to put a smile on the lips of students. This kind of teacher is witty and humorous, raises the stress of the lives of students. Funny
teachers, therefore, like the stress busters of life instudents. They help them forget all the problems. However, this does not mean that such a teacher is not serious about learning: rather, their carefree attitude encourages students. They teach students not to burden them. They're not fixated. How would you identify a strict teacher? A
strict teacher is very strict to students. He or she always insists on meeting deadlines. The strict teacher does not like any mistakes or negligence on the part of students. Students should be especially careful with such a teacher. A strict teacher I love is a disciplinary who always keep students on their toes. Students who have a very strict
teacher, always live in a permanent time frame. However, such a teacher does not touch the heart of students. He or she is always a rem ains teacher and unable to become a student confidant. Students never respect such a teacher. They accept such a strict teacher only out of coercion, and such stem teachers can never earn the love
of students. Issue 9: The following questions are based on Block 4. Read the device carefully and answer the questions/solve the exercises below. Ans: CAUSE EFFECT Comedy drama Atiqa o was procedur decided not to do a sequel.                 failed.                 Because of the very low enrollment rate.                           Dr. Hafeez will
only be offered once a year.                Cafe Freddy in Lahore Consequently, more people wanted to try their reviews.                                                               Recipes.                The tourists did not have their passports, as a result of which they had to cancel their trips to Hunza and Skurdu.                The plane was delayed as a result, I had
to wait five .               Because the soup was very hot, I burned my toungue Because of a misunderstanding My application for a job was rejected, as she is a very popular singer She is recognized by everyone in her city because of the heavy traffic.                                    Ubaid late at home There is a lack of water in the country So people
are advised to use water spingly.  The question.10 Read about Cause and Effect (as given in pages 107-112) carefully and complete Exercise 6 (given pages 120-121) by writing down two possible reasons for this effect: Ans: (1) It feels tired today. Why?     No, no. Reason 1: He worked hard. (2) Lawyers strike Why? Reason 1: They
raise a vote against the government system Cause 2: They are fighting for their rights. (4) Children do not go to school. Why? No, no, no. Reason I: It rained heavily Cause 2:;   They couldn't find a rickshaw for the school. (5) My mother is mad at me Why? No, no, no. Reason 1: I never eat properly. Reason 2: I come home late at night. (6)
'D Watson Pharmacy' is a very successful business operation. Why? Reason 1: It has a big profit. Reason 2: Medications have their expiration dates (7) Most students did not give yesterday. Why? No, no, no. Reason I: They didn't attend classes regularly. Reason 2: The questions were strict for the students. (8) Flight PK 306 was delayed
for six hours. Why? No, no, no. Reason I: The weather was not suitable for flights. Reason 2: Some technical ore problems found in the aero plane. (9) My best grades in science courses. Why? No, no, no. Reason I: I have a lot of interest in science subjects. Reason 2: I attend classes regularly. (10) More and more forest plants living now
Why? No, no, no. Cause 1: The environment becomes so polluted. Reason 2: The earth is mainly used for residential purposes. In.11, read Pages 123-124 carefully and rewrite the following sentences by linking them to the relevant connective words (because therefore) using the Cause and Effect principles. (5) 1-Shakil works hard. He's
going to be successful. Shakil worked hard, so he will succeed. 2-It was raining. He stayed home. It was raining, so he stayed home. 3-Amir wants to be a good cricketer. He trains five hours a day. Amir wants to be a good cricketer because he practices five hours a day. The 4-metro bus fare is increasing. People prefer to use taxis. The
cost of travel in the subway bus increases, so people prefer to use a taxi. 5-Boss won't come. The meeting was cancelled. The boss didn't come, so the meeting was canceled.  Matric Resolved assighnments aiou code 207 No 1 Spring 2019 Resolved assighnments aiou code 207 No 2 Spring 2019 decided destination code 221 1 aiou
spring 2019 FA/FSC For assighnment 386 aiou #1 click here Resolved assighnment FA 386 assighn #1 The 386 386 386 date code 2 Spring 2019 For assighnment 387 #1 click here spring 2019 387 spring 2019 aiou BA/BS/B.ED resolved concession aiou 413 No 2 Spring 2019 For assighnment 416 aiou #1 click here Resolved assighn 0
416 aiou Spring 2019 For assighnment 417 aiou #1 click here solved assighnments 417 aiou spring 2019 Solved job 417 2nd assin spring 2019 solved assighnment 449 #1 aiou spring 2019 solved assighnment 449 No 22 aiou aiou Spring 2019 For assigh 1423 aiou #1 click here spring 2019 1423 spring 2019 aiou For assighnment 1423
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